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Arlington Medical Imaging (AMI) Acquired

The C/N Group is pleased to announce its purchase of Arlington Medical Imaging (AMI) from
the Kings Medical Group. For nearly ten years, AMI has provided the Arlington, Texas
community with diagnostic imaging services that currently includes high-field and open MRI
systems, CT, X-Ray, Ultrasound, DEXA, and PET scanning. The facility is located in the heart
of Arlington at the intersection of Matlock Road and Highlander Boulevard.
This transaction also represents the C/N Group’s entry into a new market. According to Rum
Chopra, a Principal with the firm, “the Arlington market is extremely vibrant economically,
and continues to experience significant population growth. This is particularly exciting for
us as we look to grow not only AMI’s presence, but the C/N Group’s as well.”
Arlington Medical Imaging is also strengthened through its affiliation with American
Radiology Associates (ARA). Headquartered in Dallas, ARA has more than 50 radiologists in
the practice, with sub-specialties in nearly every clinical category. Craig Cunningham, Chief
Operating Officer for ARA believes that “our affiliation with AMI can definitely benefit by
having new ownership and management in place. We look forward to developing a relationship
with the C/N Group and maintaining a strong presence in Tarrant County.”
About The C/N Group
The C/N Group, Inc. is a recognized leader in the development, ownership and operation
of exceptional healthcare facilities, including ambulatory surgery centers, diagnostic imaging
centers, and multi-specialty clinics. Family-owned and operated, the company employs more
than 200 people between its Midwest and Northeast regional markets.
Founded in 1980, The C/N Group began offering consulting and management expertise to
the healthcare industry. During its initial decade of operation, the firm’s primary focus was
physician practice management and practice consulting. Starting in 1984, however, the firm
expanded its core competencies which grew to include the development and day-to-day
operation of healthcare facilities.
Specifically, the C/N Group opened the Chicago area’s second free-standing diagnostic imaging
facility in early 1985. More than twenty years later, the C/N Group remains dedicated to the
diagnostics field and looks forward to expanding its markets and facilities.
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